Homework 07: My Note Taker

(Visual Programming, by Dr. Hanh Pham)

DESCRIPTION:

Based on tutorials in Tutorial “Make Quiz”

Requirements:

Your APP must have a GUI as shown in this picture and have:
• a textbox for the user to date and time
• a textbox for the user to enter a note
• an ADD button to let the user to add the date&time and the note to a list of DateTime and a list of Notes. Your app should also update/store these two lists to our TinyWebDB.
• Another textbox for the user to enter a note # to delete
• a button to DELETE a note. It should remove the note with index in the textbox above in the list of Notes and also its date&time in the other list.
• A button “SEE My Notes” which will get(download) all notes and its date&time from our TinyWebDB to the Note list and the DateTime lists. It should also display all the notes and their date& time as shown in this GUI =>

ATTENTION:

✓ Use http://npvpdb2.appspot.com as TinyWebDB. In the Design window, select the TinyWebDB component and enter this link to the URL box.

✓ To store the list of Notes use tag “XXXXnotes”. To store the list of date and time use tag “XXXXdatetime”. Where, XXXX is the last four digits of your phone number.

✓ When test your APP go to http://npvpdb2.appspot.com to see if your APP actually add or delete items in the lists.

TIPS:

“Date & Time” is just like “Question” in tutorial MakeQuiz.
“Note” is just like “Answer” in tutorial MakeQuiz.

DEADLINE:

The deadline for this homework is listed at: http://cs.newpaltz.edu/~phamh/avp